DOGS DIE IN HOT CARS

IF YOU SEE A DOG IN DISTRESS IN A HOT CAR
Non-life threatening situations—Dial 01534 612612
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We receive many enquiries and reports from concerned members of the
public about the welfare of animals during the warmer months, especially
when temperatures begin to rise.
Here are our Top Tips to make sure your pets enjoy the summer as much as
we do.
Never leave your dog alone in a
car on a warm day. Owners still
believe it is ok to leave them in
a car (even for a few minutes)
on a hot day if the windows are
left slightly open and are parked
in the shade. Animals can still
be affected on overcast & cloudy days. This is a dangerous situation for a dog
and can be fatal.
A car is similar to an oven and can rapidly overheat within just a few minutes,
even when the weather feels cooler outside. For example – when it’s 22 degrees, a car can reach an unbelievable temperature of 47 degrees within the
hour! This can potentially lead to dehydration, heatstroke or death.
The JSPCA Animals’ Shelter has no powers of entry and would need police
assistance to intervene. Calling the Police should always be your first point
of contact. If the situation is critical for the dog and the Police have not arrived, many people say they would break the window to free the dog.

If you decided to do this without official authorisation, this could be classed
as criminal damage and you may potentially need to defend your actions in
court. Remember that animals are
classed as people’s property too.
Please ensure that you tell the Police
what you intend to do and why. Take photos and videos of the dog and
any contact information from witnesses involved.
Remember that you could be prosecuted under the Animal Welfare Act if
you leave your dog in a hot car.

What do I do if I see a dog in a hot car?
•

•
•
•
•

Assess the animal’s health and condition, if there are any signs of
heatstroke dial 999 and inform the police about the emergency. The
dog could lose consciousness and experience internal organ failure.
Each case is different but the Police will attend and assess the situation.
The Police have access to vehicle registration details and can contact the owner. They can also break the window if necessary.
The Police hold the emergency contact details for the States Vet.
The JSPCA will be contacted to attend if required.
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What is “heatstroke”?
When a dog is too hot and unable to reduce their body temperature by
panting, they will develop heatstroke which can be fatal. Dogs regulate
their body temperatures by panting and in a small enclosed space they
simply can’t get enough fresh air to keep their body temperature at a safe
level.
If there are any signs being displayed, move them to a cool, shaded area
and call a vet immediately. Please note that the JSPCA does not have a
vet on-site all day at the weekends therefore please call the closest veterinary surgery.
There are some breeds which are more prone to heatstroke, ie old or
young dogs, breeds with thick & heavy coats and dogs with very short flat
faces (brachycephalic) like pugs and French bulldog types.
Dogs with certain diseases or on some types of medication are also at
risk.

What are the “warning signs” of heatstroke?
•
•
•
•

Is the dog panting heavily?
Is the dog drooling excessively?
Is it apparent that the dog is lethargic, drowsy or uncoordinated?
Is the dog collapsed or vomiting?

No signs of heatstroke displayed •

•

•
•
•

Try establishing how long the dog has been in the car. Is there a
parking ticket? Or a traffic warden who can check the “Pay by
Phone” service.
Remember the car’s registration. If the owner returns and you feel
the situation was dangerous then the incident can still be reported
to the police.
If you are in a shop/event car park, ask the staff or organisers to
make a tannoy announcement to alert the owner of the situation.
Always get someone to stay with the dog and monitor the situation
whilst you find help/ or have to leave.
The Police should always be your first point of contact.

List of vets:
New Era (Georgetown) : 01534 730521
Leodis (Les Quennevais) : 01534 745980
Archway (Grande Marche) : 01534 872456
Ballantrae (St Mary) : 01534 482202
Sommet Vert (St Brelade) : 01534 743580
Oak Farm (St Clement) : 01534 854839
All Pets (St Peter) : 01534 745999
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Emergency First Aid for dogs
To help give the dog the best chance in this life or death situation, dogs
experiencing heatstroke urgently need to have their temperature brought
down gradually.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Move them to a shaded/cool area. Make an area if moving is not
possible.
Immediately pour cool (NOT COLD) water over the dog, to avoid
any shock. You can also use wet towels but be sure to re-wet regularly and not keep the dog constantly covered. Sometime this can
actually heat them up more. You could also place them near a fan if
possible.
Offer small amounts of cool water, do not let them drink excessively.
Continue to pour cool water over the dog until their breathing
starts to settle but not to the extent they begin to shiver.
Place an ice pack wrapped in a tea towel (or similar) near the dog’s
groin area.
Always contact a vet for further advice and take the dog immediately to the vet if they have become unconscious, vomited, lost
control of their bowels or bladder, or have not started to cool
down and recover after a short space of time.

Once the dog is cool, take them to the nearest vet surgery as a matter of
urgency. Please note that there is always an “on call” vet available in Jersey if the vet surgeries are closed.

How long can I leave my dog unattended in the car on
a sunny day?
Don’t! It is not worth the risk. Please leave your dog at home on hot days.
It is not a safe environment for a dog to be unattended for a few minutes
whilst you “pop into the shop” or have a few jobs to do. Heatstroke can
occur within a few minutes even if you are parked in the shade.
Think of the implications – If you were gone longer than a few minutes?
Unable to return when you intended? If something happened to you and
no one was aware your dog was locked in the car? The risk is not worth
taking. Opening windows, providing bowls of water, sunshades or any
other provisions will not prevent heatstroke or make your car a safer
place.
Your dog will be much happier at home in
the hot weather and if they are unsettled
when you pop out, ask a friend or family
member if they can pop in on your behalf.
British Veterinary Association have released a “Dogs Die in Hot Cars” leaflet for
further information –
https://www.bva.co.uk/uploadedFiles/Content/
News,_campaigns_and_policies/Newsroom/Press_release_archive/
DIHC_leaflet2018_LR.pdf
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